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The titles are mainly taken from ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ with some shots 
removed to shorten the title sequence – such as the title shot. I decided it was too 
difficult to make a new title work in the same style as the original ones, so the  title 
‘WITHOUT SUN’ is inserted later over an image rather than a plain background – the 
result is more seamless. 
The music is untouched – taken from the opening titles/sequence of ‘MESSAGE 
FROM CANTERBURY’. 
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Addition of quotation from  T. S Eliot’s poem ‘ASH WEDNESDAY’ (published 1930) – a 
religious poem about a struggle with faith (and the same poem referenced in Chris 
MARKER’s film ‘SUNLESS (SANS SOLEIL – literally WITHOUT SUN in French). 
Quote superimposed over as hot of a church cross from ‘MESSAGE FROM 
CANTERBURY’ darkened to make text more prominent and in keeping with darkness 
theme. 
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After the end credits – a new title shot appears – made from superimposing two 
shots and a new title (in Times New Roman font to fit with the pre-existing title used 
here from ‘THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE NEWT’) – this produces a really pleasing effect 
using opacity keying and dissolves – the waves graphic looks very art deco and like 
stylized hills. The ploughing shot from ’MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ is 
progressively darkened using the Brightness Video Effect.  
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The next set of images are to do with farming – the religious image of the shepherd 
and the scattering of seed after the ploughing seen earlier – all very familiar within a 
religious context. Darkened image and a composite image of two separate shots 
appearing in different parts of ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ using opacity keying. 
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The image of the moon (I think) is superimposed over a number of other shots from 
‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ such as dark rolling clouds and  seed being scattered. 
The moon dissolves into the eye of the gargoyle in the next shot – I think this is very 
effective editing. 
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BELLS SEQUENCE 
SOUND – bells ring on the soundtrack over the classical music – these bells are taken 
from ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ with images mainly edited to change to the 
strike of each bell – again a good use of editing. All the images are faces or images to 
do with light and dark and religion. The patient and nurse (extreme close up of eyes) 
are taken from ‘STUDENT NURSE’. 
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SIRENS SEQUENCES 
The bells end and they are replaced by sirens (taken from ‘MESSAGE FROM 
CANTERBURY’). The images are pretty much taken from an edited sequence form the 
original film, but darkened using the Brightness and Contrast video effect. 
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SECOND SIREN 
The second siren is taken from a different part of ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ and 
overlapped with the first. Again, this final montage of darkening clouds and sheep 
and shepherd consists of darkened images. The sequence ends with dark clouds and, 
for ‘authenticity’ as a digital transfer from a film print, a shot with a printing error in 
the transfer. 
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